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We analyzed the spatial distribution patterns of a white syndrome (WS) outbreak
affecting Pseudodiploria strigosa colonies in the northern Mexican Caribbean during
2018–2019. The purpose of the study was to describe the outbreak progression in a
single species and determine if this WS incidence is related to the nearest diseased
neighbor distance. Two separated sites with different P. strigosa colonial densities
(Bocana: 0.08 col/m2; Picudas: 0.2 col/m2) were selected in similar habitats of the same
reef complex. P. strigosa colonies within the survey sites were mapped, and their status
was recorded (healthy, diseased, or dead) in sequential surveys until colonies died or the
study terminated (306 days). Spatial distribution modes were assessed using Ripley’s K
function. The spatial colony distribution was random in one site (Bocana) and clustered
in the other (Picudas). However, the WS disease incidence per survey was randomly
distributed in both sites throughout the observation period of the outbreak, suggesting
that WS transmission at small spatial scales was independent of the colony distribution
pattern and from the nearest diseased colonies. Survival probability since WS onset in
surveyed colonies was different: 0% at Bocana and 14% at Picudas by April 2019. But,
eventually, all diseased colonies died in both sites. WS outbreak timing was different
at the two sites: Initial prevalence 8% at the Bocana site vs. 44% at Picudas site.
Distribution of time to disease onset shown multimodality, with modes varying from 17
to 184 days and wide main modes amplitude suggest a highly variable resistance to the
WS. Disease incidence was not abated during winter surveys. Differences between sites
in the WS disease outbreak distribution and progression suggest that colony condition,
environmental quality, and perhaps several transmission events played an essential role
in the complex outbreak dynamics at the local spatial scale of our study.

Keywords: SCTLD, white plague, coral disease, incidence, transmission

INTRODUCTION

In recent years outbreaks of a lethal white syndrome (WS) affecting many species in several
Caribbean reefs have been reported. The nature, timing, and regional spread of the outbreak
in the Caribbean region (AGRRA, 2019), strongly suggest a similar outbreak in the NE
Mexican Caribbean (Álvarez-Filip et al., 2019) as well as that previously reported for Florida
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(Precht et al., 2016). In recent publications, these outbreaks have
been named “stony coral tissue loss disease” (SCTLD; FKNMS
(Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary), 2018), although in
our surveys signs also correspond to the white plague type II
(WP-II) description (Richardson et al., 1998). The spreading
spatial patterns have suggested a primary infectious causal agent
and diminishing tissue loss rates in affected colonies treated
with antibiotics reinforce the idea that a bacterial infection is
involved in SCTDL syndrome development (Neely et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, so far, although several putative bacterial agents
have been proposed (Aeby et al., 2019; Meyer et al., 2019; Paul
et al., 2019; Iwanowicz et al., 2020; Thomé et al., 2021) no
causality has been demonstrated, only association, which is not
evidenced enough (Hill, 1965; Evans, 1976). Moreover, given the
above, it seems that opportunistic pathogens may play a confus-
ing role to the extent that Aeby et al. (2019) consider that not
just bacteria, but viruses or even protozoa may play a causal role
in the SCTLD. In contrast, Landsberg et al. (2020), ponder the
possibility that there may be no infectious agent in the primary
etiology of the SCTLD.

Disease transmission of infectious diseases may occur by
direct contact between diseased and susceptible organisms or by
indirect transmission by vector-borne (mechanical or biologi-
cal) and in the case of the marine environment by water-borne
transmission (Shore and Caldwell, 2019). In one host one parasite
system, the diseased triad (host, pathogen, and environment) can
be equally applied to disease transmission, instead of the classic
one pathogen–one host point of view (Antonovics, 2017). And
a more complex panorama arises for disease transmission in
highly diverse ecological systems, more so if subject to contin-
uous environmental change (Webster et al., 2017; Brooks and
Boeger, 2019). It is considered that a primary infection outbreak
tends to show a spatial dependence in diseased corals (Muller
and van Woesik, 2012; Thrusfield, 2016). However, Jolles et al.
(2002) argue that a clustered distribution of diseased colonies
follows a random one and is determined by direct colony contact,
a secondary transmission process. Zvuloni et al. (2009) found a
clustered distribution of Black Band disease affected colonies at
very small spatial scales in dense multispecies coral assemblages.
In contrast, Sharp et al. (2020) report no clustered distribution
for SCTLD in multispecies assemblages at relatively small scales
in Florida, whereas, Muller et al. (2020) report significant cluster-
ing at different large spatial scales for SCTLD, also along the
Florida reef tract. Webster et al. (2017) point out that in complex
ecosystems many simultaneous transmission modes may coexist,
further confounding spatial patterns interpretation.

However, our present insight into outbreak transmission
patterns in the reef environment is based on multispecies coral
assemblages that may not adequately describe the single species
response. To improve our understanding of the spatial spread of
this WS outbreak at the species level, we studied the temporal
incidence variation along with the outbreak in two populations of
the highly susceptible scleractinian coral Pseudodiploria strigosa
(Precht et al., 2016; Álvarez-Filip et al., 2019; Landsberg et al.,
2020) in northern Mexican Caribbean reefs. To characterize the
incidence patterns we analyze the WS incidence spatial distribu-
tion patterns at several intervals during the outbreak to find out

to what extent colony proximity was a determining factor in the
spatial distribution incidence patterns of this WS in P. strigosa.
We also contrast survival probabilities and the temporal patterns
of apparently healthy colonies to become diseased among the
relatively nearby two study sites, to further describe the dynamics
of the outbreak.

We decided to maintain the hypernym of WS for this outbreak
because: (a) the uncertainty of identifying a coral disease simply
by visual signs in the field (Work and Aeby, 2006; Thrusfield,
2016); (b) that many “old” Caribbean coral diseases, such as the
plagues as originally described are still extant; and (c) that in
our surveys we observed both SCTLD and WP-II specific disease
signs (SCTLD: tissue sloughing and multifocal lesions. WP-II:
basal initiation and unifocal rapid in-colony spread).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Site
The study was conducted in two back reef zone sites of Puerto
Morelos Reef in the northeastern Yucatan peninsula, Mexico:
Picudas (20◦53′02′′N and 86◦50′54′′W) and Bocana (20◦52′29′′N
and 86◦51′06′′W (Figure 1). At these sites P. strigosa colonies
were abundant and the WS outbreak was beginning. Both sites
were deployed in back reef coral grounds behind the reef crest,
over a flat calcareous pavement 4–5 m deep and nearby reef inlets,
a distance of 1,200 m separates the two sites. Picudas site has
a denser and more diverse reef biota assemblage and the local
wave regime is more pronounced due to a lower reef crest and
nearby a wide reef opening; the site is rarely visited. Bocana site
is at the lagoon-ward end of an active channel through which reef
lagoon waters are flushed out to the sea, and is well protected
by a shallower reef crest. It is a favorite site both by snorkelers
and scuba divers.

Colony Mapping
Colonies at both sites were mapped following standard
topographic procedures, but underwater. The spatial position of
each P. strigosa colony was obtained by estimating the distance
and bearing of each colony from one or more fixed central points.
Bearings to each colony were measured with an alidade table
(0.25 degrees precision), oriented to the magnetic north with a
compass, and anchored to prevent its movement. A stretched
measuring tape running from the alidade center to the same
colony provides distances. Conversion to Cartesian coordinates
was carried out by trigonometry, and also plotted in an X/Y plane
to allow spatial visualization. The extension of the study area
at each site was determined by underwater horizontal visibility
when mapping, axes in the order of 15 m, and thus surveyed
areas were similar: Bocana 453 m2 (Figure 2A), and Picudas
435 m2 (Figure 3A).

The monitoring of P. strigosa colonies began in August 2018.
Successive surveys were carried out with an irregular frequency
(biweekly to monthly), until April 2019 in Bocana and June 2019
in Picudas, comprising the duration of the outbreak at each site.
On each survey, the condition of each colony was recorded as
healthy (apparently healthy), diseased (showing WS signs), or
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FIGURE 1 | (A) The red point shows the location of the area zone in the Mexican Caribbean. (B) Puerto Morelos reef off the coast of the Puerto Morelos town (PM)
and reef area of study sites deployment (yellow square). (C) Location of Bocana and Picudas study sites.

dead. All colonies were photographed at each survey to record
the signs present and the relative progression of the disease.

Spatial Distribution Analysis
The spatial distribution patterns of P. strigosa colonies at
each site, and later the spatial incidence distribution (newly
diseased colonies) per survey were calculated using Ripley’s
K function (Ripley, 1977). Ripley’s K function computes the
expected number of colonies within an increasing radius from
an arbitrary colony (Bivand et al., 2013; Baddeley et al., 2016).
It is a cumulative function quantifying the type of spatial pattern
(clustered, disperse, and random) along the spatial dimensions of
the surveyed area. K(r) was calculated as:

K (r) =
A
n2

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1, j 6=i

Ir
(
dij
)

wij

where A is the study area, n is the number of colonies in this
area, dij is the distance between two colonies i and j. The variable
indicator Ir(dij) takes the value of 1 if the distance among points
i and j is less than r and 0 otherwise; Wij is introduced to avoid
bias due to border effects, as it weights the points in function to
their distance to the border. For easier visualization, we normal-
ize K(r) with Besag’s L(r) transformation (Besag, 1977). We use
the theoretical L-function for the homogeneous Poisson point
process (complete spatial randomness, CSR) as a benchmark
that separates spatial clustering from spatial regularity (Baddeley
et al., 2016); If a value of L̂ (r) = 0, the observed pattern is
random, positive values indicates clustering and negative values
indicates overdispersion.

To find whether the spatial patterns of colonies (Figures 2B,
3B) were significantly different from a random distribution (H0 :

L̂ (r) = Lpois (r)) we applied a CSR test based on Monte Carlo
procedures (Myllymäki et al., 2017). Then L̂ (r) was compared
with a 95% confidence global envelope of null distribution and
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Spatial distribution of P. strigosa colonies at the Bocana site. (B) Random spatial pattern of P. strigosa colonies as indicated by Besag’s
transformation plot of Ripleys K of colony pattern distribution. The spatial pattern of the sample (solid line) falls within the 95% confidence envelope (shaded area) of
a complete spatial random pattern (dotted line).

FIGURE 3 | (A) Spatial distribution of P. strigosa colonies at the Picudas site. (B) Clustered spatial pattern of P. strigosa colonies as indicated by Besag’s
transformation plot of Ripleys K of colony pattern distribution. The spatial pattern of the sample (solid line) falls outside the 95% confidence envelope (shaded area) of
a complete spatial random pattern (dotted line).

if L(r) falls into the envelope the spatial pattern is completely
random with 95% of confidence (p < 0.05).

In spatial epidemiology, the distribution pattern of a disease
is known as a “marked” pattern because it is the result of
two processes: one is determined by the spatial distribution of
colonies of the study population and the second is determined
by the spatial distribution of the status labeled colonies (diseased,
healthy, or dead; Bivand et al., 2013; Baddeley et al., 2016). To
test for colony spatial pattern dependence among newly diseased
colonies we applied a random labeling (RL) test, to each survey on
both sites. The null hypothesis is that the label of each colony is
randomly allocated, regardless of other points. H0 was evaluated
through the D(r) statistic which calculates the difference of the
newly diseased colonies per site per survey (Ldis(r)) and the
surveyed population at each site (Lpop(r)): D(r) = Ldis (r)−
Lpop(r). If H0 is true, then D(r) = 0. Significant deviations were

evaluated through a 95% confidence global envelope for null

distribution constructed from random permutations of the labels
of the complete data. If D(r) falls into the envelope the null is
accepted, implying that newly diseased colonies are randomly
distributed among the P. strigosa studied population at each site.
The hypothesis is rejected when a value falls out of the confidence
envelope. Positive significant values (above envelope) suggest that
new colonies with WS signs are more likely to be found close to
diseased colonies than would be expected if randomly allocated: a
clustered distribution of newly diseased colonies. Negative values
(under envelope) indicate that cases are more likely to be found
close to a colony without WS signs than would expect under RL
(Diggle and Chetwynd, 1991; Baddeley et al., 2016).

Survival and Time to Disease Onset
Analysis
Colony condition status was obtained at intervals, not daily,
thus it is known that disease or death onset for a given colony
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occurred within a given interval, but the date is unknown. Colony
time to WS signs appearance or death once diseased (time to
event) was calculated for each survey, as the number of days that
each colony remains in a given condition (healthy, diseased, or
dead). The sum of the colony-days per interval without change in
colony condition, plus half the preceding interval length when
condition change, provided the total colony-days for a colony
in a given condition. This procedure assigns a midpoint to the
number of colony-days uncertainty within that interval (actuar-
ial method in survival analyses; Benichou and Palta, 2005). This
type of data is common in epidemiological studies and several
statistical techniques have been developed to analyze it (Fay and
Shaw, 2010). To estimate the survival probabilities, we apply a
non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) for the
distribution of the censored data, to generalize the Kaplan–Meir
survival estimates for interval-censored data (Fay, 2020). Then
the time to an event (disease, death) addresses the estimated
probability at each survival interval, which is an average probabil-
ity that takes into account censored data.

The temporal distribution of colonies to develop WS signs at
each site was analyzed utilizing empirical cumulative distribu-
tions and kernel density estimators (KDE). Comparisons among
sites were performed with Kolmogorov–Smirnov bootstrapped
tests designed for discrete data with ties, given that the original KS
test requires continuous data (Sekhon, 2011). Observing that the
distribution of time to disease onset at each site was not uniform
or unimodal, a multimodal analysis was carried out (R multimode
package, Ameijeiras-Alonso et al., 2021). Potential modes were
identified with KDE curves generated with the standard nrd0
and plug-in bandwidths (Sheather and Jones, 1991) for each
site. The magnitude of each local maxima displayed by the KDE
plot was considered to decide the number of apparently relevant
modes. This number was the required input to obtain the critical
bandwidth value of the KD’s as to identify the number and
location of numerically valid modes.

All analyses were carried using R (R Core Team, 2019).
Survival probabilities were estimated with interval package (Fay,
2020); CSR and RL tests, and L(r) plots were made with the
packages spatstat (Baddeley et al., 2018) and GET (Myllymäki
et al., 2017; Myllymäki and Mrkvicka, 2020). For uniformity tests
(uniftest package, Melnik and Pusev, 2015), bootstrapped KS
comparisons (matching package, Sekhon, 2011) and for modal
analysis (multimode package, Ameijeiras-Alonso et al., 2021).

RESULTS

Outbreak Development
While both reef study sites had a similar survey area (≈440 m2),
P. strigosa colony density at Picudas site was more than twice
that of Bocana (0.20 cols/m2 vs. 0.08 cols/m2). Notwithstanding,
at the beginning of the study WS prevalence at Picudas site
was 8.5%, much lower than at Bocana: 44%. At the first survey
some colonies were already dead probably attributable to the WS
outbreak as recolonization of the denuded skeleton was at its
initial stages and there were no other evident causes of death.
Coincidental with the initial prevalence levels registered at each

site, recent colony mortality was lower in Picudas than in Bocana
(three and seven dead colonies, respectively).

The survival probability of colonies since the onset of WS signs
was different among sites. For the Bocana site average colony
survival probability since WS signs onset was 20% at the K–M
estimated interval starting around day 158 (by end of January
2019; Figure 4) and close to 0% around day 214 (April 2019). At
Picudas site average colony survival probability since WS signs
onset was 14% at the K–M estimated survival interval starting
around day 172 (by mid January, 2019) and 13% at the interval
starting around day 225 (beginning of April 25). As shown by the
proportion of healthy colonies surviving till the end of the study
in Figure 5. While the changes in the slope of both K–M curves
are relatively different, there was no significant difference in the
Kaplan–Meir survival curves among sites (asymptotic log-rank
two-sample test: Z = 0.7506, p-value = 0.46), most likely because
both slopes approach zero survival. As modeled, all diseased
colonies eventually died. Furthermore, no recovery of a diseased
colony was registered at either site.

The time to disease onset data distribution at each site
showed no continuous or regular pattern. Assuming the possibil-
ity of constant development of disease signs amongst survey
intervals a Neyman–Barton uniform distribution test (Melnik
and Pusev, 2015) was applied. Both data sets showed no unifor-
mity (p < 0.00), indicate non-constant signs of development at
either site. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov bootstrapped test to allow
for discrete data and presence of ties, suggests that empirical
cumulative distribution indeed of both sites are marginally differ-
ent (p = 0.048) in terms of absolute maximum distance among the
corresponding functions. However, analyzing the site date using
KDEs, it was apparent that time to disease onset patterns was
different among sites (Figure 6).

While Picudas KDE strongly suggests multimodality, Bocana
site data suggest a relatively week bimodality. Testing for
unimodality in the underlying density by bootstrapping, it was
found that both sites had multimodal distributions (Bocana:
p = 0.014; Picudas: p = 0.002). After selecting the appropri-
ate critical bandwidth (Bocana: 19.5757; Picudas: 16.2998), the
number and location of local maxima were found to be two
for Bocana (modes at 17 and 151 days from study initiation),
and three for Picudas (modes at 70, 129, and 184 days). The
amplitude of the main modes is quite large suggesting that colony
resistance is rather variable at both sites. Aside from the variable
colony resistance, other striking findings are the lag in disease
outbreak among sites and the discontinuous time to disease onset
per survey (as opposed to constant or progressively decreasing
trends), as shown by multimodality in the distribution of time
to disease data. More so, as different multimodal patterns exist
between the sites.

Spatial and Temporal Patterns of the WS
Outbreak
No colonies were in direct contact at the Bocana site, but at the
Picudas site, there were seven pairs. In six of these pairs, the two
colonies appeared healthy at the first survey. The healthy-healthy
initial pairs eventually developed signs in one of the colonies
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FIGURE 4 | Percentage of colony condition status through time of P. strigosa colonies at Bocana site. Nf is missing colonies. A continuous dark line indicates daily
mean sea surface temperature (SST, ◦C) at Puerto Morelos reef.

FIGURE 5 | Percentage of colony condition status through time of P. strigosa colonies at Picudas site. Nf is missing colonies. A continuous dark line indicates daily
mean sea surface temperature (SST, ◦C) at Puerto Morelos reef.

and later in the other, except for one couple remaining healthy
until the end of the study. In no instance, both colonies in a
pair developed WS signs within the same survey (Table 1). The
mean time for the apparently healthy colony of a pair to become
diseased was 44 days. This period was significantly shorter than
that among independent colonies (mean = 83.4 days; Welch t
test = t: 3.59, p = 0.006).

The spatial distribution pattern of P. strigosa colonies surveyed
at the Bocana site was random all along the distance scale of
the Bessag’s–Ripley’s K diagram (1–6 m; CSR test p = 0.53,
Figure 2B), whereas at the Picudas site the colony distribu-
tion were clustered all along the distance scale (1–5 m; CSR

test p = 0.001, Figure 3B). The incidence distribution patterns
per survey were adjusted because although in both study sites
newly diseased colonies were registered at every survey, in several
instances less than 15 newly diseased colonies were registered
per survey. Performing Ripley’s K analysis with less than 15 data,
result in biased results due to insufficient sample size to estimate
the variance adequately (Baddeley et al., 2016, 2018). To obtain a
sufficient sample size, survey data of successive samplings were
pooled until 15 data points were obtained. Pooling data sets
are commonly applied to K function analyses (Baddeley et al.,
2016). For instance, Muller and van Woesik (2012) combined
spatial data, we pooled time data. For the Bocana site, two
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FIGURE 6 | Kernel density estimators (solid black line) show the multimodal distribution of time to white sign onset data. Histogram with 10 breaks to simulate data
distribution for the 10 months of the study.

sets of pooled newly diseased colonies were constructed, for
the periods of August–September 2018 and October 2018–
April 2019. These periods coincide with the hottest and coldest
seasons. At Picudas site, we obtained six adequate (≥15 data
points each) periods for the spatial analysis: August 22–October
15, October 26, November 14, and November 27 of 2018,

TABLE 1 | Development of colony condition through time for the contact colony
pairs at Picudas site.

Pair Size Tissue in contact Time to onset (days)

1 L–M AH–AH 0

Dis–AH 67

Dis–Dis 31.5

2 S–S AH–AH 0

Dead–Dis 24

3 L–M AH–AH 0

Dead–Dis 38

4 L–S AH–AH 0

Dis–AH 7

Dead–AH 21

Dead–Dis 74.5

5 M–L AH–AH 0

Dead–AH >107

6 S–M AH–AH 0

Dead–AH 33

Dead–Dis 35

7 M–L Dead–Dis 0

Tissue in contact: Apparently Healthy (AH), Diseased (Dis), and Dead. Colony size:
Large (L), Medium (M), and Small (S).

January 29, and March 18–June 24 of 2019. With these data
sets, we obtained L(r) functions of newly diseased colonies
(Supplementary Figures 1, 2 for Bocana and Picudas sites,
respectively), and compute the difference between incidence and
population patterns at each site (Ldis(r) – Lpop(r)), to test the
RL hypothesis (Figures 7A,B, 8A–F for Bocana and Picudas
sites, respectively). The tests show that the WS incidence per
period analyzed was randomly distributed except in two cases:
the second period at the Bocana site (October 2018–April 2019)
indicating an overdispersed pattern, marginally significant at
larger distance scales (4.5–6 m, RL test p = 0.05, Figure 7B),
perhaps due to a space increase between diseased colonies and
scarce healthy colonies. The second exception is for the summer
survey at Picudas site (August–September 2018) where incidence
distribution shows a marginally significant clustering at 2.5–4.5 m
(RL test p = 0.05, Figure 8A) when the abundance of apparently
healthy colonies was still high.

DISCUSSION

A remarkable finding of this study was the different dynamics
in the WS outbreak in P. strigosa surveyed populations of the
study sites, notwithstanding the two sites are relatively close to
each other and in similar environmental settings. Although site
surveys started within a week of each other the initially recorded
WS prevalence at the Bocana site (44%) was five times greater
than at Picudas sites (8.5%), even though P. strigosa colony
density at Picudas was more than twice the one at Bocana. This
first finding shows that the WS outbreak started at Picudas site,
about the same time that our survey started, but earlier at the
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FIGURE 7 | Random labeling test for the newly diseased colonies in the two
Bocana analyzed periods: (A) Aug to Sep of 2018. The spatial pattern of the
survey sample is random (solid line is within the 95% shaded confidence
envelope and p = 0.45) and (B) Oct of 2018 to Apr of 2019. The spatial
pattern is overdispersed at 4.5–6 m distance scale [pattern is under the
envelope (red dots marking it) and p = 0.05].

Bocana site and/or that P. strigosa colonies at Bocana site were
more susceptible to the WS. If the outbreak should have occurred
simultaneously at both sites it would have resulted in relatively
similar survival probabilities, if not lower at Picudas, due to its
higher colony density; unless P. strigosa colonies resistance to the
WS in Picudas was higher than at Bocana.

A possible outbreak starting time for the Bocana site can be
roughly estimated by finding the median time to disease onset,
since our observations started, and subtracting that period from
our initial survey dates. A median time of apparently healthy
colonies to become diseased of 74 days was obtained (pooling
data from both sites), with a bootstrapped 95% confidence
interval of 60–90 days. The 2–3 months range comprised by
the confidence interval roughly corresponds with the probable
time frame of the outbreak in the northern Mexican Caribbean
as reported by Álvarez-Filip et al. (2019). On the other hand,
the median time to disease onset in Bocana colonies since
observations started was of 97 days, suggesting that the outbreak
developed earlier at that site.

The WS outbreak progression in terms of time to disease
onset in apparently healthy colonies was not constant or
progressively decreasing at neither site. Trends that may be
expected by continuous successful transmission and decreasing
host abundance, respectively, if nearest neighbor distances were
important. Instead, a multimodal distribution of time to disease
onset data was found for both sites, implying a wavy frequency
in the WS sign’s appearance. Furthermore, the modal location for
each site was different for Bocana (modes at 17 and 151 days from
study initiation), and three for Picudas (modes at 70, 129, and
184 days). While at Bocana both modes had a similar percentage
of the data (Figure 6), in Picudas the first mode at 70 days has
the most of data, and the other two were quite smaller and with
similar values. The wavy frequency in the time to disease onset
data, suggests different events of successful transmission whereas
the large amplitude of the main modes is probably related to
large variability in colony resistance to the WS. In this late case,
amplitudes of main modes at both sites are similarly wide and
in that sense at both sites colony resistance is variable. As the

outbreak in our study sites progressed, many colonies died, and
live colony density was greatly reduced, thus increasing average
nearest neighbor distances, and still, the WS incidence continued
unabated, even in colder winter months.

Incidence spatial patterns of the WS outbreak, throughout
the study, don’t reflect the surveyed population spatial patterns.
Also, a transition of incidence spatial patterns was observed,
indicating that the dynamics of this WS outbreak are complex
even at small spatial scales. The initial Picudas incidence patterns
showed clustering suggesting a nearest neighbor relation in the
transmission of the disease; and if so, probably driven by the
relatively high colony density at the site. Later surveys, however,
showed a transition to random distribution patterns, although
many apparently healthy colonies remained in the surveyed area.
On the other hand, at the Bocana site the incidence distribution
pattern was random in the summer period, but in the winter
period transition toward an overdispersed pattern; probably
an effect of a reduced population of susceptible colonies in
the study area. Jolles et al. (2002) reported that Aspergillosis
in the sea fan Gorgonia ventalina had different distribution
patterns as the outbreak developed. At low prevalence levels
the distribution pattern of diseased colonies was random, but
a transition to clustered distribution at high prevalence levels;
due to direct contact after the initial long-distance water-borne
driven outbreak. An apparent lack of colony density dependence
for the spread of coral diseases has also been documented in
Florida reefs for outbreaks of WP-II (Richardson et al., 1998),
of a WS (Precht et al., 2016; Rippe et al., 2019), and SCTDL
(Sharp et al., 2020). In our study, lack of spatial dependence
seems to extend to very small spatial scales as no simultaneous
(not observed in the same survey) disease WS signs develop-
ment were observed in colonies that grew in direct contact.
Nevertheless, although few colony pairs were registered, the
shorter period of the apparently healthy colony to become
diseased in diseased-healthy pairs suggests that direct contact
enhances colony susceptibility to this WS. More so, as there
were no cases where a WS lesion appeared in the contact area
of a colony pair.

On the other hand, given the density independence of the
incidence events, multimodal distributions may be related to
periodic transport events of the causal agent or necessary
additional factors to trigger the WS disease (Sokolow, 2009) at
the spatial scale of the study areas. It may also imply differ-
ent transmission events and mechanisms for this WS outbreak
(Shore and Caldwell, 2019). Precht et al. (2016) infer that
the WS they observed in Florida was water-borne transmit-
ted due to the low density of coral colonies. Muller et al.
(2020) shared this point of view after assessing the rates of
spread of SCTLD in the Florida reef tract. Dobbelaere et al.
(2020), modeling the SCTLD in the Florida reef tract, consider
that the disease is likely to be transported by currents as a
neutrally buoyant material. Zvuloni et al. (2009) claimed that
even at very short-inter colony distances and high colony
densities waterborne transmission of a Black Band disease was
the main mechanism for a clustered distribution of diseased
colonies, in the absence of biological vectors. If there is a
primary agent of the disease and is waterborne transported
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FIGURE 8 | Random labeling test for the newly diseased colonies at Picudas site: (A) Aug 22 to Oct 15, (B) Oct 26, (C) Nov 14, and (D) Nov 27 of 2018, (E) Jan 29,
and (F) March 18 to June 24 of 2019. In most tests, the spatial pattern of the survey sample is random (solid line is within the 95% shaded confidence envelope and
p = 0.45). Exceptions in A at 2.5–4.5 m scale where the pattern was significantly clustered (pattern above the confidence envelope and p = 0.05).

(Precht et al., 2016; Dobbelaere et al., 2020; Muller et al., 2020)
given the short distance between our sites (1,200 m) and
high water connectivity in the study area, probably the WS
outbreak should have started more or less simultaneously at
both study sites.

Clemens and Brandt (2015) reported that white plagues are
transmitted effectively by Coralliophilia abbreviata, a corallivo-
rous snail, and also through water even when filtered. Williams
and Miller (2005) reported that white band disease in Acropora
cervicornis was transmitted both by direct colony contact and
also by C. abbreviate. In the present study, we observed the
fireworm Hermodice carunculata, feeding on tissue remnants of
the WS lesion of a P. strigosa colony at Picudas site in one of the
surveys; but not on the adjacent, apparently healthy coral tissue
(Figure 9). There were no sightings of fireworms or other coral
predators such as C. abbreviata feeding on healthy P. strigosa
colonies. Noonan and Childress (2020) report active biological
vectoring for SCTLD by butterflyfishes in Florida, the first biolog-
ical vector report to our knowledge. Passive biological vectors
had also been suggested, as the macroalgae Halimeda opuntia

(Nugues et al., 2004) or sediment biofilm (Richardson, 1996).
These reports point out the possibility of several co-occurring
transmission mechanisms (Clemens and Brandt, 2015), during
the disease outbreak in our study sites. And the observed
particular outcomes may have depended on minor variations
in local conditions and colony stress history, as well on the
epigenetics of both hosts and potential primary and secondary
pathogens present through the outbreak (Webster et al., 2017;
Zaneveld et al., 2017).

The importance of changing ecosystems effects in coral disease
etiology has been stressed by many authors, from the ecological
(i.e., Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Sokolow, 2009; Bruno et al., 2019)
to the microbiological context (i.e., Lesser et al., 2007; Zaneveld
et al., 2016; Webster et al., 2017; Brooks and Boeger, 2019;
Vega-Thurber et al., 2020). Models were the role of opportunis-
tic pathogens, and stress-driven reduced host resistance should
perhaps be the norm, rather than the exception (Lesser et al.,
2007). Such interactions are likely to result in greater suscep-
tibility to disease as a result of unbalanced coral microbiomes
(Zaneveld et al., 2017), leading both to host depressed immune
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FIGURE 9 | Fireworm H. carunculata, apparently consuming the death tissue
of P. strigosa. A red arrow in the magnified area shows remaining tissue
between skeletal septa. Picture of March 2019.

response and reduce overall performance (Harvell et al., 2007). In
addition, environmental degradation can lead to the emergence
of new strains of presently purported pathogens or even new ones
(Ellner et al., 2007; Vega-Thurber et al., 2009). For instance, all
colonies in our study sites developed the WS but at different times
and with varying survival periods, strongly suggest that individ-
ual colony condition played a role in susceptibility to the disease
and its progression within a colony. But also opens the possibil-
ity that different diseases are co-occurring in the WS outbreak.
If Landsberg et al. (2020) consideration that there may be no
primary infectious etiology in the SCTLD holds, then multiple
secondary bacterial pathogens associated with the SCTLD (Aeby
et al., 2019; Meyer et al., 2019; Paul et al., 2019; Iwanowicz
et al., 2020; Landsberg et al., 2020) and for a more general WS
as well (Thomé et al., 2021), may play an important role in
these diseases development. As it is well known that external
stressors may compromise host immunity (Harvell et al., 2007;
Glasl et al., 2016) and/or produce an imbalance in the structure
and diversity of the coral microbiome, contributing to the prolif-
eration of opportunistic pathogens (Lesser et al., 2007; Muller and
van Woesik, 2012; Woodley et al., 2016; Sweet and Bulling, 2017;
Meyer et al., 2019).

Two main drivers of coral diseases so far considered are
increased seawater temperatures and poor water quality, both
individually and synergistically (Wang et al., 2018). Coral diseases
seem to bear a positive relationship with high seawater temper-
atures, but not with low seawater temperatures (Jones et al.,
2004; Bruno and Selig, 2007; Zvuloni et al., 2009; Heron et al.,
2010; Beeden et al., 2012; Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012). However,
at our sites, despite the decrease of apparently healthy colonies,
the proportion of newly diseased colonies per interval between
summer and winter surveys showed no significant difference.
Thomé et al. (2021) observed that WS lesion progression was
not hinder during winter at Picudas site and Álvarez-Filip et al.

(2019) observed newly WS diseased colonies in relatively nearby
Cozumel Island in winter. If this WS causality is water-borne,
the winter strong north winds may contribute to this density-
independent pattern by transporting fomites (Dobbelaere et al.,
2020) resulting in waves of effective local transmissions; despite
the lower seawater temperatures.

Global and regional stressful factors further confound local
factors’ relevance, for instance, Precht et al. (2016), consid-
ered that a previous thermal bleaching event was of importance
in triggering a WS Florida outbreak, a posteriori identify as
SCTLD (Landsberg et al., 2020). At our sites, no previous
strong bleaching occurred but a potential stressful factor affect-
ing these reefs could be the Sargassum spp. brown tides (Van
Tussenbroek et al., 2017). The decomposition of thousands of
tons of these algae on the shore deteriorates water quality,
increases nutrient input reduces transparency, pH, and oxygen
levels, and increases ammonia, phosphorus, and concentration of
toxic metals (Van Tussenbroek et al., 2017; Rodríguez-Martínez
et al., 2020). These brown tides were associated with the mortal-
ity of seagrass beds and fauna (Van Tussenbroek et al., 2017;
Rodríguez-Martínez et al., 2019). However, the potential effects
of brown tides and drifting Sargasso mats, are coastal broad,
and is difficult to imagine a differential effect at the small spatial
scale of our study sites. The same holds regarding the relatively
low coastal waters quality, pre-Sargasso events, in the Puerto
Morelos coastal waters due to explosive coastal development and
inadequate water treatment practices (Carruthers et al., 2005;
Hernández-Terrones et al., 2011; Van Tussenbroek et al., 2017;
Rodríguez-Martínez et al., 2020).

The difference in direct anthropogenic effects between both
sites is on the level of recreational activities. Bocana site receives
many snorkelers and scuba divers, whereas the Picudas site is
rarely visited. The risks of coral reef tourism-related activities for
coral biota are well known (Lamb et al., 2014; Zaneveld et al.,
2016; Spalding et al., 2017) but are difficult to demonstrate. For
instance, some level of stressful effects from snorkeling and scuba
diving on the Bocana coral assemblages may be suspected, but
directly linking it to the particular WS outbreak dynamics by
association is no demonstration.

We have described in detail the dynamics of the outbreak
events at our study sites and shown differences in the dynamics
of this WS outbreak at the study sites including a lag in
disease outbreak, discontinuous events of the time to disease
onset, lack of colony density dependence for the spread of the
WS, unhampered incidence in winter months and extremely
high morbidity. All indications of a complex and powerful
phenomenon, even at the small spatial scales of this study.
However, explaining the observed patterns is pending. In this
context, further investigations with not-so-aggressive diseases
may provide a better natural model to understand the processes
behind such complex patterns. Meanwhile, we must recognize
that these recent outbreaks are but a continuation of the lethal
coral epizootics that had decimated Caribbean reefs, during the
last 40 years. And doing so, as has been proposed in many other
works, preserving a good environmental quality at the local reef
scale may effectively contribute to reducing the susceptibility
of corals to WS, but also any other extant or future diseases.
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